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Europe food makers 
find green palm 
oil hard to stomach

Europe, the world’s second-biggest buyer of palm
oil, is set to miss a 2020 target backed by about
10 countries, as well as big companies, to use

100-percent sustainable supplies of the edible oil in
food ingredients, environmental experts warn. A lack
of public awareness and debate around the palm oil
industry has left nations like Italy, Spain and Poland
lagging behind their neighbors in green palm oil pur-
chases, a January report by The Sustainable Trade
Initiative (IDH) said. “Countries in northwestern
Europe are leading the pack,” said Daan Wensing, a
director at IDH, a Netherlands-based nonprofit.
“Other major destinations are just getting started.”

In addition to a lack of government action to force
buyers to purchase sustainable palm oil, Wensing said
European catering firms and animal feed companies
are not coming under consumer pressure to source
greener supplies. “The industries that are consumer-
facing have stepped up, but sectors like canteen cater-
ing services are not really playing ball yet,” he told the
Thomson Reuters Foundation.

As the world’s most widely used edible oil, palm oil
is found in everything from margarine to biscuits and
soap to soups, as well as in biofuel. But in recent years,
the industry has come under close scrutiny from green
activists and consumers, who have blamed it for clear-
ing forests for plantations and causing fires, along with
the exploitation of workers.

In response, about 10 European governments -
including France, the Netherlands and Britain - and
major corporate buyers of palm oil like Nestle,
Mondelez, PepsiCo and Unilever pledged to purchase
only sustainable palm oil by 2020. The European
Union has also approved a law to phase out palm oil-
based biofuels by 2030, causing outrage in top pro-
ducer nations Indonesia and Malaysia.

But with less than two years to go until the end of
2020, only 74 percent of palm oil bought by Europe’s
food industry was certified as sustainable, the IDH
report said. “To meet the 100-percent target by 2020
is going to be very difficult because now we move into
these markets where there is no consumer pressure or
awareness,” said Wensing.

Cart before horse
Palm oil certified as sustainable by the global indus-

try watchdog, the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil
(RSPO), accounts for about a fifth of global output, at
an estimated 12.3 million tons per year. It sells at a pre-
mium but demand covers just half of supply. Europe
imported an estimated 7 million tons of palm oil in 2017,
according to consultancy LMC International, with
about 2.6 million tons of that used for food production.

Anne Rosenbarger, Southeast Asia commodities
manager at the World Resources Institute Indonesia,
said the debate around palm oil had often been politi-
cized, further confusing consumers. British supermar-
ket chain Iceland, for example, said last year it would
remove palm oil from its own-brand food by the end of
2018 as part of efforts to stem deforestation. The
retailer was then banned from showing a palm oil-
themed Christmas advert on television because it was
deemed to breach political advertising rules.

Such controversies around palm-oil boycotts are
making major brands wary of using the RSPO logo on
their products and drawing attention to their use of
palm oil, said Rosenbarger. Building greater awareness
of sustainable palm oil and the RSPO among con-
sumers would encourage more food makers to use the
trademark on their products, she added. Improving
transparency around the way the RSPO applies its
standards and handles complaints would also help con-
vince more brands to use the logo, researchers said.

The RSPO is backed by major European buyers
and has more than 4,000 members, including produc-
ers, traders, consumer goods firms and green groups.
Even if the “extremely ambitious” 2020 targets set by
European buyers fall short, they were required to drive
the transformation seen in companies over the last few
years, said Rosenbarger, who is also co-chair of the
RSPO. “There was a little bit of cart before the horse,
but that’s part of the growing pains of what needed to
happen,” she said.

No deforestation
While many companies have put in place sustain-

able palm oil policies, action and implementation have
often been lacking throughout supply chains, said
Grant Rosoman, Asia-Pacific campaign advisor at
Greenpeace International. He said it was unlikely the
2020 goals would be met because “no deforestation”
commitments take years to implement. “A lot of the big
traders and buyers just don’t want to pay enough for
what it takes to do proper, responsibly produced palm
oil,” he said.

European countries that have pledged to buy only
sustainable palm oil should enforce those commit-
ments even if they are just refining or taking port
deliveries of palm oil to be delivered across Europe,
said IDH’s Wensing. He called on more European gov-
ernments to make the 2020 pledge on sustainable
palm oil, and for more awareness campaigns to change
consumer attitudes and demand. “Governments need
to step up their game to make sure it (sustainable palm
oil) is the norm in Europe,” he said. — Reuters

As soon as they spotted a truck distributing gas can-
isters, residents in the Syrian city of Aleppo formed
a long queue stretching down the street - a now-

familiar sight due to crippling shortages. Security forces
and members of a municipal committee shuffled people
around into an organized line, as men climbed into the back
of the muddy lorry to hand out the cylinders. The mayor of
the Salah al-Din district wrote down the personal details of
each person who received a gas canister that day. 

Umm Bader was one of them. A smile beamed across
her face as she struggled to drag the heavy cylinder back
home. “I’ve been standing here every morning for the past
three days,” said the women in her 50s, wearing a long
robe and a black veil. “Today I was lucky,” she said. Since
December, queuing for hours to buy gas has become part
of everyday life in the Salah al-Din district.

The crisis has also hit other government-held cities in
Syria, including the capital Damascus, sparking a wave of
discontent. Persistent power cuts and a spike in the price
of fuel oil has forced residents to increasingly rely on gas
to cook and heat their homes. Swelling consumption and
increased demand during winter has led to one of the most
serious gas shortages in recent years. 

The scale of the crisis prompted Syrian President
Bashar Al-Assad to acknowledge the problem during a tel-
evised speech Sunday. “There has been real suffering,
which most of the Syrian people have felt,” he said. “There
needs to be a change in the distribution system to take
into account consumption and population density” in each
province, he said.

‘Punitive’ sanctions
In Aleppo, the mayor of Salah al-Din said just 200 gas

canisters a day were reaching a district of 25,000 families.

“Salah al-Din is considered to be the most populated
neighborhood in Aleppo,” 44-year-old Hassan Al-Jok said.
Electricity cuts and high fuel oil prices mean residents are
relying mainly on gas for heating, causing “excess in con-
sumption”, he said. “I expect the gas supply will improve
as spring approaches,” he said.

The mayor pointed to sanctions imposed on Syria as a
reason behind the crisis, but said they only served to “pun-

ish” the population. Since 2011, the United States and
Europe have both slapped sanctions on imports including
fuels, as well as Syrian individuals accused of financially
backing Assad’s regime. In November, the US Treasury
issued a new advisory threatening penalties against “insur-
ers, shipping companies, financial institutions, and others
involved in petroleum-related shipping transactions with
the Government of Syria”. 

That same month, the treasury moved to disrupt an
international network “through which the Iranian regime,
working with Russian companies, provides millions of bar-
rels of oil to the Syrian government”. The General
Competition and Anti-Monopoly Commission, a state

body, said last month the gas crisis was linked to sanctions.
In a report published by the pro-government Al-Watan
daily, it said economic sanctions were disrupting gas ship-
ments to Syria, which imports up to 80 percent of its fossil
fuels from allied countries.

Bad for business
Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources Ali

Ghanem told parliament last month work was being done
to boost local gas production and to identify alternative
sources to satisfy growing demand. On average, Syria
requires 130,000 gas canisters a day, according to official
figures. The government sells each cylinder at a subsidized
price of 2,700 Syrian pounds ($5) but limited supply has
forced residents to purchase gas from private vendors at
more than double that rate, according to residents. 

Local businesses and restaurants that rely heavily on
gas are struggling to stay open. In Aleppo’s Al-Hamidiyah
neighborhood, the owner of a rotisserie chicken shop said
he now closes his restaurant early. “Ever since the gas cri-
sis started, we have decreased the amount of food we sell
and shortened working hours to avoid closing down com-
pletely,” said 50-year-old Mohammad Fattouh. “We can’t
wait in line for hours every day to buy (state-subsidized)
gas, so we are forced to pay more to get gas” from private
sellers, he said.

Gas shortages are also a problem for Fattouh at home.
His wife, Umm Abdu, says she is cooking less and prepar-
ing salads instead to limit gas consumption. “We’re used to
electricity cuts and fuel oil shortages but we’re not used to
not enough gas, which is a basic necessity,” she said.
“Finding a gas canister has become yet another dream to
add to all the other dreams of a simple Aleppo resident,”
she said. — AFP 

In Aleppo, gas shortages add to daily woes 

Sanctions are 
disrupting 

gas shipments 

Syrians queue for gas canisters in the Salah al-Din district of the northern city of Aleppo on Feb 11, 2019.  — AFP 

Coffee farmers 
bet on blockchain 
to boost business

On a bustling street near the shiny
new international airport in
Ethiopia’s capital is a small coffee

roastery with big dreams. Nearly 40
Ethiopians - a third of them women - sift,
roast and package prized Arabica beans
for export to Europe under the Moyee
brand, founded by a Dutch social entrepre-
neur. The roastery, together with the inno-
vative use of blockchain technology to
ensure the supply chain is transparent, rep-
resents an attempt to keep as much of the
profits as possible in Ethiopia, one of the
world’s poorest countries.

“It’s the world’s favorite drink. We drink
over 2 billion cups a day,” said Killian
Stokes, who set up the Irish branch of
Moyee. “The industry’s worth $100 billion
and yet 90 percent of coffee farmers in
Ethiopia live on less than $2 a day.” That is
partly because most exporters process the
beans elsewhere, but also down to price
fluctuations and other factors that make
coffee growing a precarious business.

To make things fairer, Moyee has creat-
ed unique digital identities for the 350
farmers it currently works with - meaning
buyers can see exactly how much each
individual grower is paid, with prices set at
20 percent above the market rate. Now the
brand, whose slogan is “radically good cof-
fee”, wants to use blockchain to take that
to the next level - allowing buyers to tip
farmers, or fund projects such as a new
planting program, through a mobile app.

The UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) said in a recent report
that blockchain had huge potential to
address challenges smallholder farmers
faced by “reducing uncertainty and enabling
trust among market players”. The technolo-
gy, used to underpin cyber-currencies like
Bitcoin, allows shared access to data that is

maintained by a network of computers and
can quickly trace the hundreds of parties
involved in the production and distribution
of food. Once entered, any information can-
not be altered or tampered with.

‘Bigger than the Internet’ 
Siobhan Kelly, an advisor to the Food

Systems Program at the FAO, said
blockchain would ultimately be “much big-
ger than the internet”. “Within 10 years -
it’ll take probably 10 years - it’s going to
be a major revolution, for everything,” said
Kelly. Fruit farmers in Caribbean nations
are also looking at using blockchain to
attract better-paying customers, bring
traceability and build a credit trail. 

“It’s an innovation that is poised to
empower local farmers in the Caribbean
region,” said Pamela Thomas, executive
director of the Agriculture Alliance of the
Caribbean (AACARI), a regional network
of nearly 100,000 farmers. AACARI’s proj-
ect has two components: auditing by
accredited professionals to ensure farmers
adhere to the Global GAP (good agricul-
tural practices) standards, and a digital
marketplace where buyers can find
detailed information about the produce.
Global GAP is a voluntary standard
required by many European and US super-
market chains. 

Vijay Kandy, whose company is build-
ing the blockchain platform, said the audit-
ing process would allow farmers to deal
directly with buyers - bypassing the mid-
dlemen that many currently rely on - and
make access to credit easier. “One reason
why buyers from faraway places or differ-
ent countries go through middlemen is
because they rely on them to make sure
farmers are following these good prac-
tices,” he said.

One such buyer is London-based Union
Hand-Roasted Coffee. The company
sources its coffee directly from growers’
cooperatives to ensure higher quality, pays
farmers more than minimum price set by
the global Fairtrade organization, and
works with more than 40 producer groups
in 14 countries. — Reuters

Hit by weather, 
Botswana farmers 
seek welfare

Maipato Kesebang normally grows
maize, jugo beans and sweet reed
on her 20-hectare plot of land

northwest of Gaborone, Botswana’s capital.
But last year, worsening drought and heat-
waves destroyed much of her harvest. “The
little that grew feebly we just ate. Nothing
was left for storage or to sell,” she said.
Usually when her crops fail she turns to
collecting wild spinach to sell, to support
her two sons. But even that is now disap-
pearing as climate change brings harsher
weather and more people turn to harvest-
ing the vegetable to survive, she said.

So last year, for the first time, she signed
up to Ipelegeng, a long-standing govern-
ment safety net program that provides
temporary jobs for those struggling to
make ends meet. Now she works one
month out of four cutting back overgrown
grass and trees, desilting dams and drains,
collecting litter or cleaning streets. She’d
prefer to work every month - but demand
is so high for the jobs that there aren’t
enough slots, she said. “We only work for a
month, then we go home and wait for three
months before we apply again. That’s
because there are too many people now
needing the relief,” said Kesebang, as she
pulled weeds on her parched plot of land.
As harsher droughts and hotter weather
linked to climate change ruin crops more
frequently in Botswana, the country is fac-
ing a new challenge: growing demand for
social assistance programmes.

Swelling ranks
About 68,000 people worked for

Ipelegeng as of March 2018, according to
figures from Statistics Botswana, up from
about 64,000 in March 2016. Of those on
the rolls, about 47,000 were women,
according to the agency. To accommodate

rising demand, Botswana’s government last
August increased the number of Ipelegeng
slots by 5,000, after declaring 2018-2019
an expected drought year.

That will cost the country an extra $2.7
million - money that it does not readily
have as its national budget does not
specifically set money aside for drought
relief, said Billyboy Siabatho, deputy direc-
tor of the rural development council at the
Ministry of Local Government and Rural
Development. “Often, when drought comes,
we end up borrowing from funds that
would have been set aside for infrastruc-
ture development projects,” he said.

Ipelegeng’s main objective is to provide
short term employment and relief, while
helping carry out development efforts the
country sees as important, he said. “During
drought periods, there are fewer farming
activities. Therefore most people relocate
from farms to villages, looking for alterna-
tive sources of income,” Siabatho said. “Due
to limited job opportunities in rural areas,
most people rely on Ipelegeng as an alter-
native source of employment,” he noted.

But as droughts continue to worsen in
southern Africa, Siabatho wonders whether
the government will be able to keep pace
with growing demand. He also worries
whether people will begin to see depend-
ence on safety nets as an easier route than
farming, as crop failures worsen.
Botswana’s government, aware of the risks
from worsening drought, began in
December working on a new drought man-
agement strategy that aims to improve
planning and budgeting for threats and not
focus simply on responding to them,
Siabatho said.

For Kesebang, such help can’t come
soon enough. Her farm, a few kilometres
out of the town of Molepolole, sits in
Kweneng District, which has the highest
poverty levels in the country, of over 50
percent, according to 2018 report by
Statistics Botswana. Most of the 567 pula
($55) she earns each month she works for
Ipelegeng goes to keep her youngest son
in primary school. “I buy books and uni-
form. Often nothing is really left. Life has
become difficult,” she said. — Reuters


